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I understand my $299 Membership will not be processed until the $5,000 (Or Discount Coupon 

Price) is in the Golden Chicken Investment Platform. If the $299 payment is declined, I cannot 

participate in the program and the $5,000 will be returned adjusted for any exchange rate increases 

or decreases. 

 

I understand I must always maintain a $99 TMMGIC Membership and if my membership is not 

paid by my payment date, I must re-instate no later than 30 days to maintain my membership. 

 

I understand if my membership is declined and not re-instated within 30 days my membership will 

be suspended. 

 

I understand that the Investment Community’s goal is to assist all members to build a Decentralized 

Wallet to store your profits from multiple Golden Chicken Investment Platforms (GC’s) from 

revenue generated. 

 

I understand as a Partner, I agree to attend 4 Advanced Trainings within a 12-month calendar year. 

If a Training is missed, a Grace (A Grace is confirmation of missed or late attendance of a meeting) 

must be requested electronically. If a second Training is missed within a 12-month calendar year a 

second Grace must be requested. A second Grace request will warrant a temporary suspension until 

a meeting with the President Council has been completed for reinstatement of membership. 

If reinstatement meeting is not completed, this could potentially lead to suspension in the 

TMMGIC. 

 

I understand after achieving CCTI status, I’m expected to participate in CCTI Responsibilities. 

 

I understand marketing on Social Media Platform Timelines are prohibited!! I will not promote on 

my Facebook Timeline, Twitter, Instagram or any other Social Media Platforms. WORD OF 

MOUTH ONLY!  

 

I understand all members must review the House Sleep Money Rich calculations to get an 

understanding on how to withdraw their profits to establish House Money. 

 

I understand that the Golden Chicken Investment Platform’s Name and Domain Name can never be 

revealed until the Future Member has converted the $5,000 (Or Discount Coupon Price) to the 

crypto coin Wallet and is ready to invest into the Golden Chicken Investment Platform. 

 

I understand that TMMGIC retains the right to update, modify, and make changes necessary for 

operating in the best interests of its investors. Any changes or modifications will be posted in 

writing within 5 business days of TMMGIC administrative decisions. 

 

If I break the TMMGIC Code of Honor, I will be suspended from ALL - CURRENT AND 

FUTURE BENEFITS.  


